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From back-up to centre stage. Into the spotlight. Friday, February 01, 2013 By Richard Johnson; Observer senior reporter



Back in 1989, a young girl with her eyes set on becoming a dancer, would, on the encouragement of her sister, audition to do studio harmonies for singer Tinga Stewart. The youngster was Marie Gittens, better known as Twiggi. "I had never done anything like this before, and I was so nervous, but managed to pull it off well. This led to me being introduced to the likes of Boris Gardiner and Ruddy Thomas, and I did studio work and live performances for them both." Once word got out, Twiggi signed on as the third member of Toots Hibbert's 54-46, following the departure of Jeneive. In 1993, during a performance with Japanese reggae artiste Naki at Japansplash, Penthouse Records Donovan Gemain spotted Twiggi and took her under his wing. She not only did harmonies for stablemates Buju Banton and Wayne Wonder, but also recorded tracks of her own including I Want Your Love and It's Too Late. Today, Twiggi calls Florida home and is still recording and performing as a solo artiste, but backing vocals is always on the cards. "It is a double-edged sword. Some people will always see me as a backup singer, not as a solo artiste. But it pays, so I am always grateful when it comes" she says. Twiggi's latest release is the song Superhuman.
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YATRA From Kathakali pandal to contemporary stage Annette Leday 

lies in hand gestures and facial expressions; I wanted to stress the body ... I wanted to open the space, explore it in all its directions, go to any corner and use.
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YATRA From Kathakali pandal to contemporary stage Annette Leday 

Sitting over a cup of tea, with David's help I begin to tell the story of. Lear in my imperfect ... Inspiration comes from a reading of Shelley's poem, The Sensitive.
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YATRA From Kathakali pandal to contemporary stage Annette Leday 

Plant (composed 1820; French translation: La Sensitive), which describes a garden tended by a mysterious lady who gives life and strength to the flowers and ...
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Reintroducing antelopes into arid areas: lessons learnt from the oryx 

To cite this article: P. MÃ©sochina et al., C. R. Biologies 326 (2003). ... reintroduction is a com- monly used ..... A ban on tree cutting inside the protected area must.
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Exclusive Twiggi Interview: 

Aug 2, 2011 - Twiggi, whose real name is Marie Gittens (her artist name is sometimes ... work with the japanese a lot , the company was called Tachyon who.
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leaning into the wind 

Language: English and Portuguese. International Sales ... As Goldsworthy introduces his own body into the work it becomes at the same time even more fragile ...
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HAUSER (74) and best director at the Cannes Film Festival for FITZCARRALDO ... Communications (Nasdaq: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK), the world's #1 nonfiction.
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Twiggi plots her comeback 

Tears on My Pillow and others on the Penthouse Label in the mid 1990's. But shortly after that, she started travelling back and forth from the Jamaican shores to ...
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spotlight on preceptors spotlight on preceptors 

3 déc. 2016 - Nursing, King's College, in London,. England. But she did not stop there. In ..... ith rising costs and shrinking budgets many nurses are facing.
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Twiggi steps out front for the sisters 

Dec 3, 2012 - whose Penthouse Records she joined in 1993. Twiggi's harmonies can be heard on songs by Burning Spear, Jimmy Cliff, Beres Hammond, ...
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Jan 12, 2005 - Introduction ... evolution of society, and one of the aims of this essay is to show the influence of ... definition comes from Hubert who says that religion is the ... one precondition is the use of writing which fed the printing indus
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The Great Depression. â—‹ Major economic harm due to restrictions on international trade and payments. â—‹ Beggar-thy-neighbour (currency value) policies.
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becomes [kÉ”], 'terre' [tÉ›r] becomes [tÉ›], 'coeur' [kÅ“r] becomes [kÉ›], 'porte' [pÉ”rt] becomes [pÉ”t], 'morne' [mÉ”rn] becomes [mÉ”n], and 'charme' [Êƒarm] becomes ...
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Integrating BCP Into the IT Project Life Cycle To maintain 

Jun 15, 2001 - considered; rarely is a multicomponent outage or a full site outage addressed ... BCP into the eight phases of the IT project life cycle (PLC): ... continuity requirements of the systems being developed by the IT project. Business ...
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Spotlight: AUDREY L'EBRELLEC 

22 aoÃ»t 2015 - Photo: Steve Lawton. AUDREY L'EBRELLEC ... Hispanic,. Mediterranean,. White. Eye Colour: Brown. Hair Colour: Dark Brown. Hair Length:.
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IDC Technology Spotlight 

AdaptÃ© de IDC's Worldwide Digital Transformation Use Case Taxonomy ... s'empressent d'Ã©tablir des prioritÃ©s pour gÃ©rer la transformation numÃ©rique de leurs ...
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The transition from the passive state of sensation to the 

As if a voice rose from the gray image ..... becomes as strident as it is silent [ ... ] Art as salvation .... demonstrate both the silence of the event and the cry left by its.
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Backup & Replication 

Environnements physiques, virtuels ou cloud. Solution unifiÃ©e, la plus ... monde pour tout environnement virtuel, physique ou cloud. DÃ©jÃ  choisie par plus de ...
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Rising from the arm, the seat and back fuse together into the other arm 

Rising from the arm, the seat and back fuse together into the other arm. Simple principles provide the best design for a comfortable sofa. A sparse supporting ...
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The Hindi particle to: from Grammar to ... - Annie Montaut 

A â€“ You still have not done my work (what I asked you to do? ..... â€œnowadaysâ€� and A's request to make good use of this opportunity, since he has to ... an information, since B only seeks to blame his wife for her stupidity in not going and sit 
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